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Cell to Cell communications is the pivot for life processes. 
Any event that disrupts this leads to the loss of  physiological 
function, eventually leading to cell death. Evolutionarily, 
cells developed an elaborate mechanism to undertake this 
paramount responsibility through cell surface glycocalyx, 
receptors, integrins, and other recognition molecules. Cells 
also exchange through local acting soluble mediators as well 
as through vesicles and exosomes. Recent development in 
this field led to the identification of  a spectacular network 
of  membrane process that seems to be the supremo of  
all that was known about cellular communications. These 
are called membrane nanotubes or tunneling nanotubes 
(TNT).1 Cellular communication can be subdivided into 
contact and contactless. The former provides more rapid 
and molecule transfer as compared to the latter. TNTs are 
a novel type of  contact-based communication.2 TNTs are 
straight, thin membrane extensions connecting cells over 
long distances first reported in PC12 cells in 2004. TNT is 
believed to form from actin-based membrane protrusion. 
There are three different models of  TNT formation. 
(a) Protrusions from one cell grow and extend until it 
reaches the other cell, followed by a membrane fusion. (b) 
Membrane protrusions grow from both cells until they 
meet and establish a connection. (c) TNT formation by 
cell dislodgement when cells migrate further apart from 
each other, and during this movement, TNT is formed.3 It 
is possible that all these three models may be operational 
depending on cell types and context.

TNT are dynamic connections between cells, representing 
a novel route for cell-to-cell communication (Figure 1).4 
TNT was reported in various cell types, like epithelial 
cells, neuronal cells, mesenchyma cells, and immune 
cells engaged in intercellular exchanges of  molecules, 
subcellular organelles, and pathogen and viruses transport 
routes.5 TNT can extend up to 200 µm in length and 
about 50–1500 nm in diameter in macrophages. TNT can 
be established between similar cell types(homo-TNT) or 
between one cell type and another (hetro TNT) and thus 
may be involved in the initiation and growth of  cancer 
as well as dissemination of  cancer cells.6 TNTs are also 
assumed to play a role in treatment resistance, e.g., in 
chemotherapy treatment of  cancer. Recently, TNT has 
been used to hijack mitochondria from healthy cells by the 
cancer cells as a source of  energy.7 TNT was also reported 

to transport miRNA and other RNA to the surrounding 
stroma creating an environment suitable for cancer growth.8 
More research in this discipline is needed to understand the 
full function of  these wonderful nanostructures.
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Figure 1: Membrane Nanotubes as seen (arrows) through confocal 
microscopy (a and c) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (b and d). 
Images were taken from Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Tunneling_nanotube)
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